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Abstract 
Unary PCF is a fragment of the simply typed lambda-calculus PCF. We present a short proof 
that behavioral equivalence in unary PCF is decidable. An algorithm is described that enumerates 
all behaviorally equivalent expressions by increasing types, where types are ordered by a nested 
multiset ordering. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
The language PCF [ 17, 191 is a simply typed functional language over the types 
boolean and natural numbers that permits recursion and operations on natural numbers. 
In this paper, we consider a fragment PCFl of PCF over a base type that contains only 
one element denoted T. In [15] it is shown that the observational preorder in PCFl is 
decidable. The goal of this paper is to present a shorter proof of this result by giving a 
straightforward inductive construction of representatives for all equivalence classes of 
a given type. Perhaps this proof provides more insight into the structure of PCF and 
its fragments. 
This result is part of the research program of exhibiting the structure and properties 
of fully abstract models for PCF and its fragments (cf. [ 11, 16, 181). 
Other related areas are higher-order unification [8,20], higher-order matching [X, 61 
and higher-order term rewriting. Kahrs [12] showed a connection between a question 
in higher order term rewriting and the decidability of PCFl. A further area where 
the properties of the fully abstract model of unary PCF may have an application is 
strictness analysis in lazy functional programming languages [ 11,3,4]. The used domain 
for the abstract interpretation is usually the Scott-domain over {I, T}, but the fully 
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abstract model would serve the purpose as well, and may reduce the complexity of the 
implementations that are based on computing fixed points. 
We repeat some notation from [15]. Instead of the corresponding degenerate case- 
expression, we permit as syntax an (equivalent) sequencing operator A :0 + 0 4 0 
with low syntactic priority. 
The syntax for types is r ::= o 1 z --f z. The syntax for expressions is 
e ::= (var) 1 T / I 1 (e e) 1 (e A e) 1 /,(var).e 
The fixed point operator p is not needed, since for unary PCF, it is sufficient to add 
a I-constant [7, 151. An expression is closed (also called a combinator), if it does 
not contain any free variables; otherwise it is an open expression, A context C[.] is a 
closed expression with a distinguished hole; the expression C[s] denotes the expression 
where s is plugged into the hole of C[.]. 
We prefer to write function types in a flattened form ~1 --t . . . + z, ---f o, which 
stands for the type ri + (. . . + (7, -+ 0). . .). An expression of this type is also called 
an m-at-y function. We use subscripts at types to indicate the types of the arguments, 
i.e., zi is the ith argument type of r. Let ar(r) denote the arity of the type z. 
We assume that variables have a type attribute, such that for every (open and closed) 
expression, its type is fixed. For convenience, we often omit the explicit mention of 
types, if the types are obvious or easily derivable. 
The operational semantics consists of the following reduction rules: 
Definition 1. 
l C[((Ex.el)ez)] --f e{ [e&], where e, ’ is a version of ei, where the bound variables 
are renamed with fresh variables (P-reduction). 
l C[T A e] --t C[e]. 
0 C[I A e] + C[I]. 
The transitive closure of 4 is denoted as 5, and the reflexive transitive closure of --f 
as 5. 
The relation 5 is Church-Rosser, i.e. it is confluent up to renaming of bound 
variables. The relation 2 is strongly normalizing. Moreover, every closed expression 
of type o can be reduced to a constant, i.e. to T, or I, and normal order reduction 
is sufficient (standardization theorem) [2,9]. The intention of this paper is to give a 
shorter proof of the decidability of behavioral equivalence of expressions in PCFl than 
[15]. The proof is based on the well-foundedness of the nested multiset ordering [5]. 
2. Behavioral equivalence in PCFl 
In this section we describe some properties of behavioral equivalence in PCFl. 
The denotation of closed expressions in PCF, can be defined via the operational 
semantics: 
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Definition 2. Let e:z be a closed PCFl-expression, then we define recursively by the 
structure of types. 
l [e] := T, if e:o A T. 
0 [ej := I, if e:o 5 1. 
l UeD = {([s$Ke s)]) I 9: 71 is a closed expression}, where e:ri --f ~2. 
For every type r there is a finite domain D,: 
. D, = {T,I}. 
l D,,, = {[.j’] / f :o + z is a PCF, -expression}. 
This defines the denotations of a closed expression e:rl -+ ~52 as a function [ej:D,, + 
D,,. Equality of closed expressions w.r.t. the denotations is denoted as =. 
Proposition 3. Extensionality holds W.Y. t. the dejined equality. I.e., for closed expres- 
sions ei:zl --f 52 : el = e2 @for all closed expressions d:tl : el d = e2 d 
The behavioral equivalence is defined as follows: 
Definition 4. Two closed expressions d,e are behaviorally equivalent, d =o e, iff for 
all contexts C[.]: C[d] = I iff C[e] = 1. 
The corresponding equality is the same as behavioral equivalence: 
Proposition 5. For all closed expressions d, e the following holds: d = e ifs d =o e. 
3. Decidability of behavioral equivalence in PCF, 
We show that in PCFl we can effectively enumerate representatives for all equiv- 
alence classes of closed expressions for every given type. This in turn permits to 
decide behavioral equivalence, behavioral preorder, lambda-definability and several re- 
lated questions in PCF,. 
We define the operator con,:z as iy:o,xl:zi , . .x,x, . y. We also will use as abbre- 
viation T, or I,, which denote a constant function resulting in T (or I, respectively), 
where the type (and the arity) are derivable from the surrounding text. 
We say a function f:r is strict in its ith argument (of type r,), iff for all closed 
expressions tj, for j # i, we have [f tl . . t,_l con,,(I) tl+l . tn] = _L. 
Lemma 6. Let f be an n-ary PCFI-combinator. Then either .f is a constant jimction, 
or f is strict in some argument. 
Proof. Assume f is not constant as a function. Let t := f tl . . . t,, be an application of 
f to closed expressions t;, such that f tl . . . t, is of type o. Normal order reduction will 
reduce t to the constant _L or T. Instead of t, we reduce the expression s = f xl . . .x, 
in normal order, where xi are variables. 
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After finitely many reductions, s is reduced to an expression such that the algorithm 
to find the normal-order edex will stop at an expression of type o that is either 
the expression xi, or an expression that has xi as head. If xi is instantiated by the 
constant function con,(l), where r is the type of xi, then t is reducible to 1. The 
reduction is independent of the other arguments tj for j # i, hence f is strict in the ith 
argument. 0 
Definition 7. We use the following measure 6 for types, where we assume that the 
curly brackets {, } are used for multiset formation. 
0 6(o) = (0) 
0 Ifr=r* +r2+... + z, + o, then 6(r) := {6(ri) 1 i = l,..., n}. 
The induced ordering < on types is defined as o < z iff &a) arns 6(r) as nested 
multisets [5]. 
As an example, we have 6(0 + (o --+ o) -+ (o t o) --t o) = {o,(o),(o)} 
K{o, {o,o}} = deZtu(0 + (0 --) 0 4 0) -+ 0). 
Lemma 8 (Dershowitz and Manna [5]). The ordering < is well-founded, i.e., there 
are no injnite properly descending chains. 
Let ord(o) := 0 and ord(z, + . . . -+ z, + o) := ma_-a{ord(zi) ) i = 1,. . .,n}. Then 
ord(o) < ord(z) implies a<r, and a<r implies ord(a)Gord(z) i.e., the ordering << 
is a refinement of the partial ordering induced by the order of types. 
Lemma 9. For every type z there are exactly two equivalence classes of constant 
functions, which can be represented by con,(l) and con,(T). 
Definition 10. We define two families of combinators E and P and corresponding type 
families E and x, where E is intended to generate all closed expressions and P generates 
parameters for E. This is done in a mutual recursive way. 
Given a type r # o, and an index i of an argument of r, we define ET,i:&T*i: 
l If ri = 0, then ET,i I= J,y,~l,..., X, . Xi A (y ~l...Xi_l xi+1 . ..X.). 
@ := ?IM __+ z. 
The types of the variables are: Xi:ri, y:rtn”i*o. 
l Let ri # 0, then 
&,i := ~Yo,Y~,...,Yu,(,),XI,. .*,Xn . 
(xi (con,,(el xl...xi-1 xi+i...xn)) T,... T,) 
A . . . 
A (Xi Tc.. . Tc (contprcT,,(ear(r,) ~1 . . .Xi-l Xi+1 . . .&I))) 
A (Yo Xl . ..Xi-1 Xi+1 . ..Xn). 
where ej := yj (Pz8,j,o Xi). . . (PTijPr(r,J xi) for j = 1,. . . ,w(T~). 
The types of the variables are: &:rk, Yj:rtT”‘. 
Ez,i ._ xz,i,O + . .- . . + &4ri) + z 
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Given a type r, an index i of an argument of r, and an index j of an argument of ri, 
we define the expression P,,ij : z 4 ~~'5~4, 
pT,i.O := if,x1 ,..., x;_~,x~+I ,..., x, . (f XI . . . x,_,T, xi+1 . ..x.) 
pT,iJ := 3Lf,y0,...,yar(r,J)rxl,...,xi-l,xi+l,...rxn 
f x, . . . Xi-1 (E,,j YO . ..Yar(i..,)) xi+l . . .Xn 
where j = l,...,ar(ri). 
Lemma 11. The combinators defined in Dejinition 10 are well-typed and can be ef- 
fectively computed. Moreover, S(+) < 6(z) for all O<j <ar(T) 
Proof. It is easy to see by induction on the order of the type r, that the families E 
and P consist of well-typed closed expressions, and that they are computable. 
The relation c?(&,~) << 6(r) holds since an argument type is missing. We show 
6(+iJ )<6(r). This holds if {6(r~‘~j~~), ~(x’~J,‘), . . . , ~(~ri~~ar(r~~))} U {6(rl), . . . , d(Zi-1 ), 
&G+l),...r4Gl)} <<{&Zl),..., d(z,)}. By induction hypothesis on the order of types, 
for all j,k the relation S(r~‘~j~~) < 6(ri) < 6(r) holds. Now we can use the definition 
of the multiset ordering. 0 
Lemma 12. Let f be a non-constant closed PCFl-expression of type z, strict in the 
argument with index i. Then f is equivalent to 
Eci (Pr,i,o f) . . . (Pz,i,ar(r,) f >. 
Proof. Let r = ri + . . . 4 T,, + o be a type and let f be a non-constant closed 
expression of this type, such that f is strict in the argument with index i. 
l If Zi = 0, then E,i (PT,i,o f) = Ay,xl,. . . ,xn . xi A ((P,,i,o f) xl . . .xi_l xi+] . . .x,) 
=AY,x~,...,x, . xi A f xl . ..xi_l T xi+l...x,. 
We have to show that for all closed expressions tj, j = 1,. . . , n, the expression 
ti A (f tl . ..ti_lTti+l . . . tn) is equivalent to f tl . . . t,: If ti = I, then both expressions 
reduce to I since f is strict in the argument i and hence equivalence holds. If ti = T, 
then the two expressions are again equivalent. 
l Let the type of the argument at index i be a function type. Let tl,. . . , tn be any 
closed argument expressions for f. Let E,?, := E,, (P,,i,o f) . . . (P,,i,,,(T,) f) tl . . . tn 
First we compute the arguments: 
(P,,i,o f) = Ilxl,...,x,-l,xi+l,...,x,(f XI ... xi-IT, xi+l...xn) 
(Pr,i,j f) = ~~O~Yl~~~~~Y~r(~,~,)~xl~~~~~xi--I~xi+l~~~~~x~ . 
f x, . . . xi-1 (&,j YO . ..~ar(r.,)) xi+1 . ..xn 
where .j = 1,. . . ,ar(zi). 
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Let ej := (PQJ f) (P7,~,c ti). . . (P,,J,~~(~,,) ti for j = 1,. . . ,ar(zi). Then 
E: = (ti (coH,,(~~ tl . . . ti-1 ti+l . . . tn)) T,. . . T,) 
A . . . 
A (ti T, . . . T, (con,,prf4,(e&T,) tl . . . tt-I ti+l . tn))) 
A ((Pq,O f> fl *..li-l fi+l ...&I 
Let e* := f tr . ..ti_r (ET1j (PT,i,o ti)...(Pt,j,ar(TgJ) ti)) ti+l . ..t.,. We can simplify 
furthe;: 
E: = (ri (con,,,(eT)) T,. . . T,) 
A . . 
A (f tl . ..ti_l T, ti+l . ..tn) 
By induction on the order of types it follows that e; is equivalent to f tl . . tn, if ti 
is strict in its jth argument. 
We claim that E;. tl . . . tn is equivalent to f tl . . . tn: 
Assume that the claim is wrong, then there are two cases 
1. E;. tl . . . t,, = I and f tl . . . tn = T. Then ti # l_,, since f is strict in its ith 
argument. If ti = T,, then E;. tl . . . tn = f tl . . ti-1 Tc ti+l . ..&=f t, . . . tn, 
which was assumed to be false. Hence we can assume that ti is equivalent to a 
non-constant function. 
There is some j, such that (ti T,. . . T, (con,J(eT)) T,. . . T,) = 1. Since (ti T,. . . 
T,) # I, we must have e,? = 1. This implies that ti is strict in its jth argument. 
Since the induction hypothesis shows that in this case e; = f tl . ..t.,, we have a 
contradiction. 
2. Now assume E; tl . . . t,, = T and f tl . . . tn = 1. Then the assumptions imply ti # 
I,. If ti = T,, then simplification of Ez tl . . . tn shows that f tl . . . ti_1 T ti+l . . . tn 
= T, a contradiction. Hence ti is not a constant function. By Lemma 6 it is strict 
in some argument j. Then, as already observed, we have e; = f tl . . . t,, = 1. 
The equation (ti T, . ..T. (con,J(e,*)) T, . . . T,) = i holds, since ti is strict in its 
jth argument. This is a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 13. Given a type z, a set of representative closed expressions in PCF, of 
type z W.Y. t. behavioral equality can be effectively constructed. 
Proof. This is true for the type o. For a function type, we use induction on the 6- 
size of the type using Lemma 12. We can construct the two constant functions for 
type r. Lemma 6 shows that a non-constant function f:z is strict in some argument. 
For every strict argument position i, we use the expressions Er,i, which are effectively 
computable, and apply it to all already known closed expressions of the parameter 
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types, which constructs representatives for all closed expressions of type r. We can 
use induction on the b-size, since Lemma 11 shows that &rc’,‘J)<fi(r). 0 
Corollary 14. Behavioral equivalence in PCF, is decidable 
Proof. Theorem 13 shows that given two closed expressions ,f, q of the same type, 
we can apply them to the finitely many representatives for the arguments and then 
compare the results after reduction. 0 
Corollary 15. Lambda-dejkability in PCF, is decidable: Given the graph of a func- 
tion jiom the equivalence classes at type o to the equivalence class ut type T, 
it is decidable whether this graph is the denotation of some closed expression 
t:O 4 5. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 13 by enumerating representatives for all equivalence 
classes of closed expressions of type g 4 r, then computing the denotation, and 
comparing it with the given graph of the function. 0 
Remark. The construction does not generate a unique set of representatives, for two 
reasons: (i) there are functions that are strict in more than one argument, and (ii) given 
a combinator ET,i, it may happen that E,,i al . ak = E,,i bl . . bk, although for some 
j, the arguments aj and b,j are not behaviorally equal (see Corollary 1.5). Of course, 
a unique set of representatives can be effectively obtained by canceling any repeats. 
A slightly more efficient method is to generate the set of representatives for a type 
as follows: First generate the functions strict in the first argument removing repeated 
entries after the generation. Then generate the functions strict in the second argument, 
and selecting those that are not strict in the first argument, and also canceling repeated 
entries. This is to be repeated for all arguments: Generate the functions strict in the ith 
argument, but not strict in the jth argument for all 1 <j < i. To test for non-strictness 
in the first argument means to check f _L T . . . T # 1. 
Example 1. In this example we determine all the equivalence classes of closed ex- 
pressions of type (0 i 0 + 0) i 0. 
1. The representatives for type o + o are: I, T, ix.x. Moreover, E,,, = I.y,x x A y, 
and P -Af.f T. o-0 - 
2. We determine all representatives of type o + o + o. It is easy to see that these 
are: I, T, lx, y x, lx, y .y, Ax, v .x A y. In order to use these for enumeration 
of closed expressions of higher types, we have to construct the combinators E and 
P. These are: EOio+O.~ := Ay,xt,x~ . XI A (y x2), PO+o+,,,~,~ = 3-f x2 . f T x2, 
E 0+u+0,2 := Ay,xt,x2 . x2 A y XI, and PO+u~o.2,~ = Af XI . f XI T. 
3. It is easy to see that the number of equivalence classes for type ,o + .,. t o, ---t o 
is 2” + 1, since representatives of non-constant functions are completely determined 
by the set of argument indices in which they are strict. 
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4. We determine the representatives of type (o + o) + o: The expression E~O_,O~_,o,~ 
in this case is ly, yt,x . x (yl (Po_,o x) A T) A y. Using the definition of PO+, 
we get E = Ay, yl,x .x(yl (XT)) A y. The types of the variables are y:o, yi:o -+ O. 
We can safely ignore y, and have to enumerate the three possibilities for yi. The 
possibilities for yi are: iyi,x . x(yl (XT)). This gives the following expressions: 
l k.XT 
l l”x.xI. 
l Ax . x((Lz.z) (x T)) = kc . x(x T). 
It is easy to verify that the last expression is equivalent to the first one. 
5. We determine all representatives of type (O -+ o + O) 4 o. We have E~o_o_+o+o,~ 
= ;ly,yl, y2,x.C~ el T) A (x T ez) A y, where el := yl (PO+O+O,~,~ x) and 
e2 := y2 (PO~O-+o,2,~ x). Using PO+O-+O,~,~ = Af x2 . f T x2 and PO+O-+0,2,~ = 
Af XI . f x1 T, then ei = y1 (k2.x T x2) and e2 = y2 (k1.x xi T). 
The parameters are: y:o, and yt, y2 of type (o --) O) --f o. 
The variable y:o can be ignored. Enumerating the 16 cases for yi, y2, we have to 
compute instances of Ayi, yz,x.(x (yl (k2x T x2)) T) A (x T (~2 (kxt .x xi T))) 
for all possible yt , yz. These are the following expressions: 
1f.f -L T A f T I 1 1f.f I T A f T T 
2f.f I T A f T (f I T) 1 lf.fITAfT(fTT) 
1f.f T T A f T I ) 1f.f T T A f T T 
1f.f T T A f T (f I T) 1 1f.f T T A f T (f T T) 
1f.f (f T I) T A f T I 1 2f.f (f T J-1 T A f T T 
1bf.f (f T 1) T A f T (f J- T) 1 Af.f (f T J-1 T A f T (f T T) 
J.f.f (f T T) T A f T I 1 lf-f (f T T) T A f T T 
1f.f (f T T) T A f T (f 1 T) 1 2f.f (f T T) T A f T (f T T) 
There is some redundancy. It is an easy programming exercise to find out that there 
are exactly 5 equivalence classes: Af. f T TJf. f T I, Af. f I T, Af. f -L I, 
;If . f T( f I T). Hence there are 7 equivalence classes of closed PCFl -expressions 
of type (0 + 0 4 0) + 0. 
Example 2. We illustrate the representation Lemma 12 for the combinator h := 
Ag.g(J.x, y.x) A g(h, y. y), where r = ((0 -+ o + o) + o) -+ o. 
This function is not constant. 
We compute the necessary combinators E, P bottom-up: 
l Type o + o -+ o: 
- Eo+o-o,i = ~Y,XI,X~ .XI A (Y ~2). 
- Eo+o+o,z = AY,XI,X~ .x2 A (Y XI ). 
- Po+o+o,l,o = ly, ~2 . Y T ~2. 
- P0+0+0,2,0 = ~Y,YI .Y YI T. 
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l Type (o -+ o --+ o) -+ o: 
- E+o-o)+o,~ = ~YO,YI,Y~,W .@I em T) A (XI T e2) A yo, 
el = Yl vO-O+o.l,o XI) = Yl (Jy3 . XI T ~3) and e2 = ~2 (~o-O+0.2.~ XI> = 
~2 (iY4 . ~1 y4 T). 
Thus, E(o+o-o)-o,~ = 
~~Yo,YI>Y~,~I . @1(~1(Ay3 . XI T ~3)) TI A 
(XI T o’Z(Ay4 . XI ~4 T))) A YO. 
- f'(o+o-o+o,~,o = AY . y T 
- p(0’0--t0)‘0,l,l = lf3yo.f (&-iw,~ YO)=~~,YO.~(~I,X~.XI A (YO x2)). 
- P~0+0--t0)+0,1,2 = Jbf, YO . f (Eo -0+0,2 Yo)=J~f,Yo~f(~l,X2 . x2 A (Yo XI)) 
l Type r = ((0 -+ o + o) * o) + o. 
- 4 o~o-l.J)+0)--ro,l = AYO,YI,XI .h(co+,-,(el >>I A ~0, 
where el = yr (PC 0--t0T7)+0,l,0 XI 1 (P( 0”0~0)-+0,1,1 XI ) (~(0+0-0)‘0,1,2 Xl ). 
Then el = YI (XI T) @YO 4 (h2,x3 .x2 A (YO x3))) 
(AyO .x1 (h2,x3 . x3 A (y0 x2))) 
- The parameters are: P~,~,],o = (h T,) = T, and P~,~,I,I = Aye, yr, ~2. 
NE(o+o-,)-o,1 YO YI ~2) = J~Yo,YI,Y~.NJ.v .(xI(YI(~~~ . XI J- ~3)) T) 
A (xi T (YZ@Y~ . XI ~4 VI) A YO). 
Now we can compute the equivalent representative of the lambda-expression h = 
ig . g(A.x,y . x) A g(kc,y . y): The equivalent expression is h’ := E~(o~o_o~_o~--to,l 
Pdhl.0 Pr,h,l,l 
The equivalence of h and h’ was checked by the Haskell-interpreter Gofer [lo]. 
Remark. Based on Lemma 12, we have implemented a generator for the equivalence 
classes of functions in Haskell. The implementation gives the following cardinalities 
of D, for some types r. 
(o+o)+o+o 18 
(0 + 0) + (0 -+ 0) + 0 15 
(o-+o)~o--t0+o 44 
(0 + 0) + (0 4 0) -+ 0 + 0 46 
(0 + 0) -+ (0 + 0) 4 (0 -+ 0) + 0 156 
(o+o--to)+o+o 22 
(o+o+o)~o+o+o 88 
(0 + 0 + 0) -+ (0 i 0) + 0 58 
(o+o~o)+(o--to)‘oio 401 
((0 + 0) + 0 -+ 0) + 0 - 0 55 
((0 -+ 0) + 0) + 0 5 
(((0 + 0) + 0) 4 0) ---) 0 6 
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The implementation fails for type T = ((0 --f o --f o) ----f o) -+ o, but shows that the 
construction using the combinators E; P requires the construction of the equivalence 
classes for 38 <<-smaller types. It is an easy exercise to verify the conjecture that the 
cardinality of Dog is i + 2, where 0’ = o + o, 8’+’ = 8’ 4 o, 
4. Conclusion 
This paper shows that unary PCF has a decidable behavioral equivalence relation 
by recursively exploiting the fact that a mnction is either constant or is strict in some 
argument. This permits to effectively enumerate the equivalence classes. Extending 
this method to binary PCF or general PCF breaks down, if one tries to construct 
the combinators E,P. There is no generic maximal object T, for every type, which 
would force asymmetries in the combinator definitions. Perhaps the method can be 
made working when the operator por is available. This break down is consistent with 
a proof of undecidability of behavioral equivalence for binary PCF [ 131. Our method is 
extendible to effectively construct a minimal model of the simply typed lambda-calculus 
[ 141 ’ . If the method could be made working for the simply typed lambda-calculus with 
constants of higher type, then it would be applicable to the open problem of decidability 
of higher-order matching. 
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